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This picture shows a Vietnamese
woman collecting incense sticks
in a courtyard in the village of
Quang Phu Cau on the outskirts
of Hanoi. — AFP 

Afamed Tokyo sushi restaurant
where Barack Obama is said to
have enjoyed the best sushi of

his life has been dropped from the
latest Michelin gourmet guide after it
stopped accepting reservations from
the general public. Sukiyabashi Jiro,
immortalized in the 2011 documen-
tary “Jiro Dreams of  Sushi” , has
earned three Michelin stars every
year since 2007 and is considered to
dish up some of the world’s greatest
delicacies.

But the restaurant-where the chef’s
selection starts at 40,000 yen ($360)
— was glaringly absent from the
Michelin Guide Tokyo 2020 when it
was unveiled to the media on Tuesday

because it does not accept reserva-
tions. “We recognize Sukiyabashi Jiro
does not accept reservations from the
general public, which makes it out of
our scope,” said a spokeswoman from
the Japanese branch of Michelin.

“It was not true to say the restau-
rant lost stars but it is not subject to
coverage in our guide,” she told AFP.
“Michelin’s policy is to introduce
restaurants where everybody can go
to eat.” To win a coveted seat at the
restaurant, you either need to be a
regular, have special connections, or
go through the concierge of a top
hotel. On its website, Sukiyabashi Jiro
says it is “currently experiencing diffi-
culties in accepting reservations” and

apologizes for “any inconvenience to
our valued customers.”

“Unfortunately, as our restaurant can
only seat up to 10 guests at a time, this
situation is likely to continue,” it says.
The restaurant is run by sushi maestro
Jiro Ono, well into his 90s, helped by his
eldest son Yoshikazu. Another branch,
run by his younger son and located in
the modern Roppongi Hills complex,
kept its two stars as it is open to public
reservations. The main, basement
restaurant opened its doors in 1965 and
has remained in an ageing commercial
building in a corner of the Ginza district
ever since.

When then US President Barack
Obama travelled to Tokyo in 2014, he

joined a long list of Ono’s celebrity
guests, including French master chef
Joel Robuchon and Hollywood stars
Hugh Jackman and Katy Perry. As
Obama and Abe thrashed out trade
talks, Ono senior served them his own
selection of 20 pieces as he does to
every diner, according to son Yoshikazu.
“He (Obama) seemed to like chu-toro
(medium fatty tuna) very much because
he winked when he ate it,” he said. The
son said the president had eaten them
all and praised the way he skillfully han-
dled the delicacies. “He said three times,
‘This is the best sushi I’ve ever had in
my life’,” he added. — AFP

Streaming giant Netflix
will use New York’s
historic Paris theater,

which had been shuttered
earlier this year, for special
events and screenings of its
films-the latest twist in the
company’s ongoing spat with
the traditional film industry.
The theater-the city’s last
single screen movie house,
located in the heart of
Manhattan on 57th Street,
not far from Central Park and
the Plaza hotel-closed in late
August after 71 years in
business.

It had reopened in early
November for what seemed
like a one-off event-a limited
theatrical run for Netflix’s
Oscar contender “Marriage
Story” by New York director
Noah Baumbach. But it would
seem that Netflix had bigger
plans. “Now, the iconic the-
ater will be kept open and
become a home for special
Netflix events, screenings,
and theatrical releases,” the
company said Monday in a
series of Twitter messages.

The details of the deal
were not disclosed, but
industry site Deadline
Hollywood said it was a 10-
year lease agreement. Netflix
has been in a low-grade bat-
tle with traditional Hollywood
for some time over the Oscar
eligibility requirements that
films in contention run in reg-

ular theaters for a certain
period of time.  But many
major theater chains have
refused to deal with Netflix
unless it consents to longer
runs of its films-and a longer
waiting period between any
film’s theatrical release and its
streaming debut. 

Currently, the waiting
period generally agreed upon
by studios and the major
chains is 90 days. That means
Netflix has relied thus far on
indie movie houses for its
releases, but the leasing of
the Paris Theater would seem
to mark a new phase in its
strategy. For months, it has
reportedly been in talks to
buy the historic Egyptian
Theatre in Hollywood.

On Monday, Deadline
Hollywood reported that
Netflix had indeed acquired
a majority stake in that Los
Angeles venue, but Netflix
has yet to confirm the deal.
The Paris opened in 1948,
when screen legend
Marlene Dietrich cut the
ribbon.  It turned into one of
the country’s most notable
art house theaters, focusing
on films often ignored by
multiplexes. — AFP 

Raped in war and now walking tall, sur-
vivors of sexual violence take to the
catwalk on Monday to model a collec-

tion of fabrics designed to show strength and
solidarity in the face of abuse. The 15
Congolese women - modeling in the capital
Kinshasa - joined forces with Dutch textile
firm Vlisco and five African designers to mark
Monday’s International Day for the
Elimination of Violence Against Women.

“When I was designing for them, I didn’t
see victims. I just see incredibly strong
women who have really begun to live after
what they have been through and that is what

is so powerful and what the fabrics and
clothes try to represent,” said British-
Nigerian designer Tolu Coker, whose clothes
are worn by Rihanna.

Rape has been widely documented as a
weapon of war in eastern Congo, which
remains largely controlled by militia groups
since the end of a 1998-2003 war in which
foreign armies and rebels vied for control
over mineral resources. “While we know
about war, I don’t think many of us really
understand the lasting impact it has on
women,” said Coker.

The central African nation was ranked

amongst the 10 most dangerous countries to
be a woman by a Thomson Reuters
Foundation poll in 2018. Their plight is just
one case in the United Nations spotlight on
Monday, with events scheduled worldwide to
draw attention to rape in war, domestic vio-
lence and female abuse.

City of joy
The models at Monday’s show came from

the City of Joy charity, which was set up to
help survivors of sexual violence in conflict
and show women there can be life after rape.
“I want the collection to spread, wide and far,

the message of strength of Congolese women,
in particular, and world’s women in general,”
said Jane, 34, raped multiple times by militias.
“I want it to be a tool which will raise con-
sciousness about gender equity and about
women as strong, beautiful and amazing.”

City of Joy was opened in 2011 by Nobel
prize-nominated gynecologist Denis
Mukwege, Congolese activist Christine
Schuler Deschryver and US playwright Eve
Ensler, best known for her play ‘The Vagina
Monologues’. The charity - the subject of a
Netflix film in September - helps survivors
overcome pain and stigma and emerge as

confident leaders through trauma counseling
and training. So far, more than 1,100 women
have passed through its program.

The collection’s five fabrics carry vibrant
floral prints in bold hues, made by Vlisco and
inspired by the women’s own lives. “The col-
lection aims to capture their journey from the
darkest of places to a place of hope and love.
It also portrays the great strength that comes
from sisterhood,” said Vlisco designer
Gabriela Sanchez. — Reuters 

This file handout
photo taken and
released by Japan’s
Cabinet Public
Relations Office
shows Japan’s
Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe, 2nd
right, and US
President Barack
Obama, right, at the
Sukiyabashi Jiro
restaurant in Tokyo.
— AFP


